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Remaining menu/sub-menu bugs or incorrect behavior
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Description

Related issues:

Related to User Interface - Bug #3381: Sub-menu drawing issues Closed

History

#1 - 01/22/2018 04:37 PM - Eugenie Lyzenko

- Related to Bug #3381: Sub-menu drawing issues added

#2 - 01/22/2018 05:07 PM - Eugenie Lyzenko

- File menubar_initial_focus_fwd_20180122.jpg added

- File menubar_after_nenu_exit_focus_fwd_20180122.jpg added

Focus is not properly returning to the initial widget. Testcase: menu/menubar.p

1. Run the test and press Show menubar button.

2. Note the focus is currently on the last pressed button:

 

3. Operate with menu and at some point press ESC key to completely exit from menu. No menu item highlight should be presented.

4. Note the focus is not returning to the initial Show menubar button.
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#3 - 01/22/2018 05:53 PM - Eugenie Lyzenko

- File menubar_on_exit_fwd_2018.jpg added

- File menubar_on_exit_4gl.jpg added

When application exits the menu is still visible. Testcase: menu/menubar.p

1. Run the test and press Show menubar button.

2. Stop application by pressing Exit button or Esc key on keyboard.

3. Observe the menubar is still visible:

 

While in 4GL the menu is automatically closing/hiding:
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#4 - 01/22/2018 05:56 PM - Eugenie Lyzenko

So far I do not see anymore remaining issues in current menu implementation. Including multiple item highlighted issue is not happening in my

scenarios.
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Hynek, let me know please if I have missed something.

#5 - 01/30/2018 07:08 AM - Hynek Cihlar

The menu mnemonics don't work as expected. There are multiple issues, menu/items not opened/triggered when mnemonic triggered in some cases

and wrong menu item/submenu selected when mnemonic triggered (when menu items share the same mnemonic for example).

I recommend to do full regression testing on the mnemonic support.
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